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problems”s development • such children certainly are a vital gift to our society and the world.
Explains why kids with this gene are frequently mislabeled in public academic institutions as
having a problem • Offers concrete approaches for helping kids reach their full potential In
ADHD and the Edison Gene, Thom Hartmann shows that the creativeness, impulsiveness, risk
taking, distractibility, and novelty searching for which are characteristic of Interest Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) aren't signs of a problem at all but instead are the different parts
of a highly adaptive skill set employed by our hunting and gathering ancestors. These
characteristics have been critical to the survival and advancement of our modern civilization
and will be vital as humanity faces brand-new challenges in the future. Hartmann, creator of
the “hunter versus farmer” theory of ADHD, examines the differences in neurology between
people who have ADHD and the ones without, sharing latest discoveries that confirm the living
of an ADHD gene and the global catastrophe 40,000 years back that triggered its
advancement. Offering concrete approaches for nurturing, educating, and assisting these kids
reach their full potential, Hartmann implies that rather than being “ Emphasizing the function
that parents and teachers can play in harnessing the advantages of ADHD, he shares the story
of how Edison was expelled from school for ADHD-related behavior and fortunately his mother
understood how to salvage his self-esteem and prepare him for a lifetime of achievement. He
cites types of significant innovators with ADHD characteristics, such as Ben Franklin and Thomas
Edison, and argues that the children who possess the ADHD gene possess neurology that's
wired to give them brilliant success as artists, innovators, inventors, explorers, and
entrepreneurs.Explores the way the ADHD gene is and offers been critical to humanity’ Displays
how artists, inventors, and innovators carry the gene essential for the near future survival of
humanity •
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a must go through for those who want the reality about .! Get a hint. a must read for people
who want the reality about ADHD, parents, teachers or newly diagnosed adults. Author reviews
the facts about this challenging set of personality traits. Appreciated viewing a clinician who
also believes that ADHD isn't a disorder of thinking but a different way of processing
information. Great clarification of the ADHD syndrome Interesting... probably A lot of people
don't have enough time to read but possess an hours lengthy commute a day time.. I have not
had a chance to read through fully, and could alter the rating when that's completed.Helps to
understand the syndrome and it's pitfalls and positives... Four Stars Very eye opening
perspective! Five Stars Thom Hartmann is wonderful. Another great book. Having developed
applications in a school program for children with . MAKE AN AUDIO Edition!.....! Why isn't this
book an audio book.. Having developed programs in a school program for children with
numerous types of ADHD some years ago (I actually am now retired), I needed to see if some
new techniques have been created.Got if for my child who's an adult ADHD.. I wish to fill it with
something a lot more than AM radio drivel.
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